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The universe knows inc Is Pleased ToAnnounce a New Addition to Its
Motivating Gift Line as Well As Some New Colors and Sayings to Is Popular
Inspirational Clothing Line

The universe knows inc is pleased to announce a couple of new additions to its gift line as well
as popular classic hoody line of apparel. In its inspirational gift area we are very excited to
announce a new addition of pick me up™ note cards that were specially designed to inspire
that someone special in your life.
In its most popular line of classic hoodys we are excited to announce two new colors and
sayings that are sure to be customer favorites - a raspberry live in joy. hoody and a purple
create your bliss.
Constantly looking for new ways to inspire people is what the universe knows does, and these
new pick me up™ note cards and hoodys are a wonderful way for both the send and receiver to
become inspired.

Plainview, NY (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- The universe knows, inc. is happy to announce the introduction
of its new inspirational stationary line of note cards called pick me up™ note cards. In addition the universe
knows has added new hoodys to its popular collection which arrived just in time for holiday shopping. With a
vast array of inspirational clothing and gifts, the universe knows has wide variety of holiday ideas for
everybody.

The universe knows is proud to announce the introduction of its new inspirational stationary line of pick me
up™ note cards. The initial offering is available in a box set of qty 12 note cards with six different colors and
sayings (or 2 of each design) included in each box set. The set includes the following note cards – make a
difference in black, be the change in brown, believe in yourself in purple, live in joy in raspberry, embrace the
moment in green and cherish the journey in pink. Each card contains its own unique special description on the
inside such as:
embrace the moment - embracing the moment is about realizing how precious life is and how each day we are
able breathe is a gift. embracing each moment means living in this moment staying connected and taking in all
that is around you. it is about leaving the mind and consciousness and having an awareness. it is knowing that
we are always safe and so well taken care of. it is always having gratitude and thanks for the gift of life. so
embrace each moment with your heart and a smile just knowing… the universe knows.

The 3 ½ x 5” cards are a perfect size for a quick little pick me up! Pick me up cards™ are great motivators as
well as inspiring for that someone special in your life. Use them to inspire for a multitude of reasons and
occasions such as a recent graduate, someone going through an illness, someone seeking and searching for their
purpose, someone taking on a new career path, friends who need a pick me up, or as just a thoughtful gesture.

In addition to its pick me up™ note cards, the universe knows is delighted to announce two new hoodies to its
most popular line of classic hoodys. These new hoodys are now available in new colors and sayings - a
raspberry color that says live in joy, and a austral purple color that’s says create your bliss. Either one are sure
to be best sellers. Also arrived just in time for the holiday season is our full stock of complete hoodies that
include embrace the moment in irs, cherish the journey in terracotta and make a difference in back.
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the universe knows, inc. is an apparel and gift company that was founded in 2003 and is dedicated to inspiring
people. the company was founded on and is predicated on a unique vision: to remind people of the wisdom that
resides within, and inspire strength and courage to live with passion and purpose.
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Contact Information
lorin bocian
the universe knows
http://www.theuniverseknows.com
1.800.908.2560

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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